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From Recording A:  Intro  
 
Since our last session, our consciousness has been stretched, and we have had 
transformations that were beyond our expectations.  Some of this expansion was to 
prepare us for our conference in June.  The rest of our energetic expansions have been 
to serve us as we continue on our Ascension path. 
 
Please note that early bird registration for our June Crystal Conference ends on Monday, 
April 16, in just a few days.  Registration for the conference closes May 31. 
 
 
From Recording C:  Review 
 
Now, let’s have a short review of our recent communications from the Collective 
Consciousness. 
 
We started off with a presentation from El Morya, who is the overseer of the 1st Ray of 
Will and Power.  He clarified that there are seven Ascension Rays that are related to the 
Rays of Creation.  All of these Rays are part of a vast creative progression.  They are 
overseen by the Masters of Light, who have had physical experiences and ascended into 
a fuller Christ Consciousness, as well as into the coherence of the Source Energy of their 
Being. 
 
He next talked about what is required to establish the full stabilization of the 5th 
Dimension.  We have been working on this for the last two years, since we recovered 
the Light Templates of this 5th Dimension from the Time Locks.  What El Morya wanted 
us to understand was what disrupts that stabilization, which is the lack of understanding 
and integration of the Ray of Will and Power. 
 
There’s another topic that he discussed, which is forgiveness, because this is often 
misunderstood.  True forgiveness is releasing the event or reaction to it from your 
energetic system.  Use your Divine Will and Power to remove all the energetic cords of 
that particular event, so that you will not use the reaction in another event that might 
look similar.  Staying in the present moment is a primary state that we must cultivate.   
 
El Morya stated that it was important for us to review some of the components of the 
ego.   This is not to be taken lightly, if we are to achieve a sovereignty that is needed in 
the mental-emotional body and guard against creating more fractures with it. 
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There are two important events that occurred recently: 
 
The first important event was the trip to the area off the Big Island of Hawaii, where 
time-space converges on Earth.  The purpose was to swim with the dolphins and whales 
to physically as well as energetically receive the 5th Dimensional energy of Love and 
Unity that they hold and transmit.  They are physical expressions of the Sirian Christ 
Consciousness that they continually transmit, until all humans can hold this 
consciousness for themselves. 
 
The purpose of entering this time-space convergence area was to open a pathway to 
experience the energetics of no time-no space – just pure consciousness.  This pathway 
was transmitted into the Collective Crucible for all to receive during our Easter call with 
Yeshua, which followed about 60 days later. 
 
The second important event was this Easter call, where Yeshua explained that the 
crucifixion has been misunderstood and is historically false.  There was an 
implant/imprint that we were asked to remove that stemmed from the last days of 
Atlantis and the crucifixion. 
 
We have had this deep-seated fear of the loss of the body.  The need to survive was 
created through the fear template of 3rd dimension.  We could not see that we were 
eternal SoulSpirits that were using the physical body for an experience of form.  This 
caused great fractures in the mental-emotional body and its response to certain events.  
This imprint needed to be removed before we could move on, expand our 
consciousness and create Unity within our energetic field.   
 
Removal of this imprint and the impact on the mental-emotional body positioned us to 
accomplish our Crystal Conference objectives this coming June.  Having access to a 
space where all time-space converged was a necessity.  We had to have an energetic 
environment where there was no dimensional restriction. 
 
Yeshua helped us create and enter this environment, so we would not further fracture 
our mental-emotional body and we would be in a space of total neutrality, so we could 
energetically remove this imprint from our physical cellular memory as well as from our 
thoughts and emotions. 
 
This was accomplished but cannot be fully anchored for at least 60 days.  Each one of us 
has a different set of anomalies connected to this imprint, so we will be clearing these 
obstructions at an individual level for some time. 
 
 
 


